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At Holiday Time and Throughout the Year,
MDAdvantage Fosters a Culture of Giving
Many Local Organizations Benefit
Lawrenceville, N.J., December 19, 2014 – The holiday season is a time of sharing and giving, but for
MDAdvantage (www.MDAdvantageonline.com), its commitment to deserving organizations
continues all year long. Charitable giving has become an integral part of this Lawrenceville, N.J.
medical professional liability insurer, and as a result, many local organizations have been able to
achieve lofty goals throughout the year.
Each year, MDAdvantage supports a local Thanksgiving Food Drive. In 2014, MDAdvantage will
deliver large baskets overflowing with Thanksgiving supplies and other much needed food staples
to Trenton Area Soup Kitchen (TASK) in support of families in our local area. Additionally, in
September, MDAdvantage employees supported the Catholic Charities Emergency and Community
Services Back to School Drive with backpacks loaded with school supplies that were donated to
support needy children.
“At MDAdvantage, we believe it is important to support the communities we live and work in. Our
employees feel a deep sense of satisfaction when we learn how those at a local organization have
been helped by our efforts—whether monetary or by volunteering time,” said Patricia A. Costante,
Chairman and CEO of MDAdvantage. “I’m proud to say that giving back has become part of our
corporate culture.”
Other organizations that have benefited from MDAdvantage’s generosity in 2014 include:







Edward J. Ill Excellence in Medicine Scholarship Fund
Seton Hall University’s School of Health and Medical Sciences Dr. George Perez Research
Colloquium
Rutgers University Foundation - Joining Forces
PEI Kids
Play for P.I.N.K. (Breast Cancer Research Foundation)
Goals of Care

Employees also participate in the Company’s Corporate Giving Program, where MDAdvantage
matches certain employee contributions to charitable organizations.
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About MDAdvantage
MDAdvantage Insurance Company of New Jersey, a leading provider of medical professional
liability insurance in New Jersey, is committed to supporting physician initiatives that increase
patient safety and minimize the risks of liability, educating the New Jersey healthcare community
and investing in the future of our state’s healthcare system. MDAdvantage sponsors the Edward J.
Ill Excellence in Medicine Awards® and is the publisher of the peer-reviewed, MEDLINE® indexed
MDAdvisor. For more information, call 888-355-5551 or visit www.MDAdvantageonline.com.
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